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Characteristics of Web Development Processes
David Lowe, Brian Henderson-Sellers
Abstract- The nature of Web system develop-
ment is significantly different from conventional
software development. Amongst other factors,
there is substantial uncertainty in both clients' un-
derstanding of their needs and developers' under-
standing of the system domain. We discuss these
differences and the impact that they have on the
development processes that are adopted for com-
mercial Web systems.
Index Terms- Software Engineering, Software re-
quirements and specifications, Software develop-
ment management
I. INTRODUCTION
WEB systems are often viewed as simply aform of software systems. Therefore, de-
velopment approaches that have been established
and refined for software systems development can
readily be applied to the development of Web sys-
tems. Whilst this is true to a limited extent, there
is a growing recognition that Web systems have
various unique characteristics that are only poorly
addressed by conventional development practices.
Development practices from related domains (soft-
ware engineering, graphic design, marketing etc.)
do not typically address these differences particu-
larly well. Despite this there has been little consid-
eration within the research literature of the impli-
cations of these characteristics on the development
process. This is in spite of the obvious growth in
importance of these systems to business success.
For example, a recent International Data Corp
report predicted that U.S. expenditure on Web-
based initiatives would grow from US$12billion in
1999 to US$43.6 billion in 2002. The systems be-
ing developed leverage the infrastructure of the
Internet and an increasingly complex set of Web
standards, protocols and technologies to provide
sophisticated business solutions that merge Web-
based front-ends with complex back-end software.
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These solutions cover the spectrum from electronic
commerce to information provision and manage-
ment to business-to-business support systems.
In this paper we consider the differences be-
tween Web systems and conventional software sys-
tems, and explore the implications of these dif-
ferences for system modelling, development prac-
tices and techniques, and overall development pro-
cesses. We begin (in Section II) by discussing
the differences between conventional software sys-
tems and Web systems. In particular, we look at
those aspects that are most likely to impact on
the way in which we develop these systems. We
then move on to look at the specific impacts on
the approach to development. In Section III, we
look at the need for different modelling approaches
and, in Section IV, we consider the impacts on the
broader process - particularly the tasks and ac-
tivities that need to be carried out. Finally, in
Section V, we speculate a little about the areas
requiring most immediate attention and then con-
clude the paper.
II. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN WEB SYSTEMS
AND CONVENTIONAL SYSTEMS
There is a growing body of research that
is attempting to understand the differences be-
tween Web systems and conventional software sys-
tems [1], [2], [3]. In general, a distinction is made
between the unique characteristics of Internet-
enabled systems that are technical (i.e. related
to the specific technologies that are used and how
these impact on the structure of the application)
and those that are organisational (i.e. related to
the ways in which organisations make use of these
systems).
A. Technical Differences
There are obvious technical differences between
Web systems and more conventional software and
IT systems. The most significant of these are as
follows:
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Link between business model and architecture
Possibly the most obvious difference between
web and traditional software development is seen
in regard to the specific technologies that are used
and the ways in which these are interconnected.
For example, the technical structure of Web sys-
tems merges a sophisticated business architecture
(that usually implies significant changes to the
business model of the client) with both a complex
information architecture and a highly component-
based technical architecture [1]. The linkage be-
tween the business architecture and the technical
design of the system is much tighter than for con-
ventional software systems. Similarly, the infor-
mation architecture (which covers aspects such as
the content viewpoints, interface metaphors and
navigational structures) is substantially more so-
phisticated than conventional software systems.
Open modularised architectures
Related to the above point is the emphasis that
is typically placed on open and modularised ar-
chitectures for web systems. Though not unique
to Web systems, it is often more pronounced.
Web systems are often constructed from multiple
COTS (commercial off-the-shelf) components that
are adapted and integrated together - particu-
larly for the system back end middleware layers.
This implies that strong integration skills become
much more critical in most Web projects.
Rapidly changing technologies
The technology that underpins most web sys-
tems is changing very rapidly. This has several
consequences. The first is that it increases the
importance of creating flexible solutions that can
be updated and migrated to new technologieswith
minimal effort. For example, the need for reusable
data formats (such as XML) increases substan-
tially. A second consequence is that developer's
understanding of these technologies is often re-
stricted, thus increasing project risks.
Content is king
Of notable significant is the importance of con-
tent. Irrespective of the sophistication of the func-
tionality and the creativity of the interface, a site
is likely to fail without appropriate, substantial
and up-to-date content. This implies both an ef-
fective information design as well as suitable con-
tent management.
Increased emphasis on user interface
With conventional software systems, users must
make an (often considerable) investment in time
and effort to install and learn to use an applica-
tion. With web applications, however, users can
very quickly switch from one web site to another
with minimal effort. As such, the need to engage
users and provide much more evident satisfaction
of users' needs and achievement of their objec-
tives becomes critical. The result is an increased
emphasis on the user interface and its associated
functionality.
A little more subtly, the emergence of author-
ing tools have focused on supporting rapid devel-
opment and on visual design rather than function-
ality. This in turn has promoted a greater use of
designs as a part of a specification - and thus al-
lows a more interactive process between gathering
requirements and building solutions.
Increased importance of quality attributes
Web systems represent an increase in mission
critical applications that are often directly acces-
sible to external users and customers. Flaws in
applications (be they usability, performance or ro-
bustness) are therefore typically more visible ex-
ternally and hence more problematic.
B. Organisational Differences
In addition to the technical differences, and pos-
sibly more important than them, are a number
of organisational characteristics that are either
unique or heightened in Web systems [1].
Client uncertainty
With Internet-based systems, the technology,
development skills, business models and compet-
ing systems are changing so rapidly that the do-
main is often not only poorly understood, but
also constantly evolving [~i].This provides a sub-
stantial degree of uncertainty in the project con-
text, and consequently makes resolving require-
ments very problematic. Indeed, clients often have
problems not only articulating their needs, but
also in understanding whether a particular design
will satisfy their needs - as they have a poor
understanding of their own needs with respect to
the Web. It is also worth noting that many web
projects are vision-driven rather than needs-driven
leading to an initial lack of clarity, consequently
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increasing the importance of incremental and pro-
totyping approaches.
Changing business requirements
Related to the previous point is the volatility in
requirements. Specifically, given that clients' un-
derstanding of not only the technology's capabil-
ities but also the potential impacts on their busi-
nesses change dramatically during a project, it is
not surprising that the project scope and focus
will often evolve considerably during the course
of a project. This is also coupled with business
models that are evolving rapidly as organisations
migrate to an increased reliance on Internet tech-
nologies [ei]. These issues are exacerbated by the
lack of effective design tools, as well as the next
two characteristics.
Short time frames for initial delivery
Web development projects often have delivery
schedules that are much shorter than for conven-
tional IT projects - often in the range of 1-3
months. This is partly a consequence of the rapid
pace of technological development and partly re-
lated to the rapid uptake of Web systems.
Highly competitive
Web projects tend to be highly competitive.
This is, of course, not new - being typical of
the IT industry in general. The nature of the
competitiveness is, however, somewhat different.
There is regularly a perception that with simple
Web authoring tools anyone can create an effec-
tive site. This creates inappropriate expectations
from clients coupled with numerous small start-up
companies claiming to be doing effectiveWeb de-
sign but in reality offering little more than HTML
skills and rudimentary graphic design. The result
is a highly uninformed competitiveness.
Fine-grained evolution and maintenance
Web sites typically evolve in a much finer-
grained manner than conventional IT applications.
The ability to make changes that are immediately
accessible to all users without their intervention
means that the nature of the maintenance pro-
cess changes. Rather than a conventional prod-
uct maintenance / release cycle, we typically have
an ongoing process of content updating, editorial
changes, interface tuning etc. The result is a much
more organic evolution.
Given these unique characteristics of Web sys-
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tems, we can investigate desirable changes in the
development methods and processes. For each
of the different areas impacted, we will look at
each characteristic and consider how it is being
addressed. We will begin by looking at changes in
the models and notations that are used to support
the development of Web systems.
III. CHANGES TO MODELS AND NOTATIONS
Although Web systems can be viewed as soft-
ware systems, this does not automatically imply
that existing representations of various aspects of
these systems will be able to be directly applied.
Indeed, to blindly apply existing models to the
representation of Web systems would encourage
developers to overlook the peculiarities of these
Web systems, and hence not address these pecu-
liarities, leading to inappropriate solutions.
This is not to say that existing models should
not be utilised - simply that we need to do so
with an awareness of their limitations with re-
spect to the aspects of Web systems that we wish
to understand and document. We also need to
understand how these limitations may be circum-
vented by appropriately supplementing (or replac-
ing where necessary) the models. Let us look at
the unique characteristics ofWeb systems, includ-
ing those discussed above, and consider the impact
of each, in turn, on what wemay wish to represent.
Link between business model and architecture
The impacts that Web systems have on busi-
ness models implies that there is a need to be
able to understand (and document) the link be-
tween business models and system architectures.
This has typically been only implicitly addressed
in traditional development as the business mod-
els are well established and understood. This is
less true for Web projects and, as a result we
see a growing body of work - largely emerg-
ing from large technology vendors such as IBM,
Sun and Microsoft - that considers how to repre-
sent supported business functions and the techni-
cal architectures required to support these. The
most mature of these approaches is the pat-
terns for e-Business work being developed by IBM
(see http://www.ibm.com/framework/patterns/).
This work provides a framework for identifying
common patterns of business models. As stated
in [7]:
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The paths to creating e-businesses are repeat-
able. Many companies assume that they are unique
and that therefore every creation of an e-business
has to be learned as you go. In fact, there are
lessons and architectural paths or patterns that can
be discerned from all these engagements.
For each business pattern, a number of logical
architectures (or topologies) are defined. These
topologies provide a mechanism for fulfillinga par-
ticular business need. In effect, these models pro-
vide a direct link between the business models that
underpin the systems being developed and the
technical architecture that supports these busi-
ness models. One problem with these current ap-
proaches is that the architectural models tend to
emphasise functionality, with little consideration
of how to represent the information architecture.
In particular, aspects such as content modelling,
information viewpoints etc. are not addressed.
Open modularised architectures
Although there is significant attention on mod-
elling of open and component-based systems, little
attention has yet been applied to considering the
modelling of these systems in the context of the
Web.
Rapidly changing technologies
Except where addressed peripherally, the rapid
pace of technological change is only poorly con-
sidered. Indeed, the work on detailed design nota-
tions for representing certain aspects of Web sys-
tems (discussed in the next few points) may ac-
tually create problems in terms of the portability
of designs into new technologies. Alternatively,
work on architectures and, more broadly, on in-
formation models tends to create designs that are
less dependant on specific technologies, and hence
more likely to be able to be adapted to changes.
Content is king
Th importance of content within Web sites im-
plies a need to at least consider how we under-
stand and represent the informational elements
of a Web system. It is not surprising therefore
that that much of the earliest work on Web devel-
opment models focused on information modelling
and structuring.
Early approaches in this area evolved out
of work on data modelling (such as Entity-
Relationship models) and applied this to mod-
elling the information domain associated with ap-
plications. Indeed, much of this work predates the
Web and focused on hypermedia design. For ex-
ample RMM (Relationship Management Method-
ology [S]) claims to provide a structured design
model for hypermedia applications. In reality,
the focus is very much on modelling the under-
lying content, the user viewpoints onto this con-
tent and the navigational structures that interlink
the content. OOHDM (Object-Oriented Hyper-
media Design Model um is a similar approach,
though somewhat richer in terms of the informa-
tion representations and based on object-oriented
software modelling approaches. Other similar ex-
amples include EORM [10]and work by Lee [11].
WSDM [12] attempts to model slightly different
characteristics - beginning more explicitly from
user requirements, but these are only addressed in
a very rudimentary fashion. In general, these no-
tations were either developed explicitly for mod-
elling information in the context of the Web, or
have been adapted to this domain.
More recently, work on both WebML (Web
modelling Language [13]) and the adaptation of
UML (Unified modelling Language [14] - an
emerging industry standard for modelling object-
oriented systems - see for example [15]) has be-
gun to amalgamate these concepts into a richer
modelling language for describing Web applica-
tions. However, despite aims to support compre-
hensive descriptions, the focus (as with the above
techniques) is very much on content modelling
rather than describing the functionality that is a
key element of most current commercial Web sys-
tems. This leads on to the next point.
Increased emphasis on user interface
A key element of user interfaces is the function-
ality that they provide. A few attempts have been
made to integrate information modelling concepts
with system functionality [16], [17]though in gen-
eral these approaches are still rather simplistic,
lack scalability and focus on low-level design rep-
resentations. Conallen's [J 7] work in particular is
interesting insofar as it attempt to link a users's
view of the system (as seen through the interac-
tion with Web pages) to the back-end processes
that support this interaction.
Other researchers have looked at modelling the
way in which systems are utilised. For example
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Guell et al. [1~]extend OOHDM to include tools
such as user scenarios and use cases. Vilain et
al. [19] has adapted UML to representing user in-
teractions. Other researchers have investigated
the use of formal methods for representing naviga-
tional requirements [20J or timing constraints [21]
- though these tend to focus on ensuring consis-
tency rather than directly addressing the quality
of the user interface.
Possibly the most fruitful work in this area is us-
age centred design [:'.2], although a rigourous anal-
ysis of the application of these techniques to Web
development has yet to be carried out.
Increased importance of quality attributes
As with some other aspects, this has not been
directly addressed at a modelling level, except
insofar as developing effective architectures that
support characteristics such as robustness, scal-
ability and reliability. Certainly these elements
have not been effectively woven into the detailed
Web requirements or design models.
Client uncertainty
Client uncertainty largely arises from a lack of
understanding of the business problems being ad-
dressed by the Web systems and, as such, design
prototypes on their own can play only a limited
role. Nevertheless, some of the techniques men-
tioned above that focus on modelling the way in
which systems are utilised [J~~], [ 9] may help re-
duce client uncertainty.
One avenue being pursued by the authors is the
investigation of a characterisation model that rep-
resents the key aspects that need to be woven into
an evolving specification of a Web system [23].
This model highlights the links between the var-
ious characteristics, especially including the link
between the business architecture and the techni-
cal and information architectures. The intention is
that it be used to guide the formulation and eval-
uation of project acceptance criteria, user require-
ments and detailed contractual specifications.
Changing business requirements
The points made in the above paragraph ap-
ply here as well. Furthermore, there is a belief
held by some authors that configuration manage-
ment must playa substantially increased role [21]
- leading to some consideration of configuration
management models for Web systems.
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Short time frames for initial delivery
This is an issue that has yet to be effectively ad-
dressed in terms of how it impacts on Web design
models and notations.
Fine-grained evolution and maintenance
Again, this has yet to be considered in any sub-
stantial detail. It is worth pointing out, how-
ever, that one aspect of modelling that actively
inhibits effectiveWeb system maintenance is the
lack of a cohesivearchitectural modelling language
that actively links the information architecture
with the technical architecture [2;;]. Conversely,
the information models (such as OOHDM [9J and
WebML [U]) actively support a much clearer un-
derstanding of the impacts of changes to various
aspects of the underlying content, viewpoints or
navigational structures.
IV. CHANGES TO THE PROCESS
Improving the modelling support for the unique
characteristics ofWeb systems is a useful first step
- but, on its own, it is not sufficient. We also
need to consider how we actually carry out the
development. This includes both the specific ac-
tivities and tasks that are desirable, as well as
broader process issues related to how we organise
this work. We begin this section by looking briefly
at our previous work that has directly addressed
exactly this issue.
A. Web OPEN
OPEN (Object-oriented Process, Environment,
and Notation) is a process-focused methodolog-
ical approach to software-intensive systems de-
velopment useful for both object-oriented and
Component-Based Development (CBD). It is the
longest established of the third-generation 00 ap-
proaches and covers the full development lifecy-
cle, including business as well as software issues.
OPEN was developed and is maintained by the
not-for-profit OPEN Consortium, an international
group of methodologists, CASE tool vendors and
developers. OPEN was initially created by the
merger of earlier methods: MOSES, SOMA, Fire-
smith, Synthesis and enhanced by state of the art
ideas from BON, Ooram, UML etc. It is docu-
mented in a series of books (e.g. [:2G], [:27], [:28],
[2i)], [:50]) and in many journal articles, particu-
larly in the journal JOOP. Many of these shorter
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articles are to be found on the OPEN web site at
http://www.open.org.au.
A unique aspect of OPEN is that it is not merely
a process but a configurable family of processes,
defined in terms of a metamodel (known as the
OPEN Process Framework or OPF). This meta-
model contains a number of major elements (Fig-
ure 1) that can be multiply instantiated: work
units (such as activities and tasks); work products;
and producers. From these instances of the pro-
cess fragments, organisationally-specific processes
can be readily constructed. The way these ele-
ments are put together is also the decision of the
organisation or development team - thereby sup-
porting the construction of highly customised de-
velopment processes.
The component-based nature of OPEN permits
appropriate extensions to support development
in new domains. One such set of extensions is
those for Web development, called Web OPEN
(see Haire et al. [Tl] for a more complete treatment
ofWeb OPEN). These extensions were derived pri-
marily from an analysis of the documented differ-
ences between web development and conventional
development, and validated using case studies of
commercial Web development projects. It is worth
noting that many of the original (i.e. non web)
activities, tasks, techniques and roles in OPEN
are still relevant to Web development. For exam-
ple, the tasks relevant to the activities of Project
Initiation, Implementation Planning and Project
Planning will remain relatively unchanged. Activ-
ities such as Requirements Engineering and Sys-
tem Build will be most affected, since this is where
the project domain affects the process most notice-
ably. During the remainder of the paper we shall
use Web OPEN to illustrate many of the ways in
which the development process can be adapted to
suit Web development.
B. Required changes to the process
Again, we will consider each of the issues raised
previously and investigate how this might be ad-
dressed by appropriate changes to the develop-
ment process.
Link between business model and architecture
Although the relationship between the business
model and the system architecture is beginning to
be addressed at a notational level, there is little
work in this area in terms of processes that sup-
port the interpretation of business requirements
and the relationship that these have to the archi-
tecture. The work that does exist tends to focus
on the design of architectures (see the next point).
One of the few exceptions is the IBM work on
patterns for e-Business that was mentioned previ-
ously. Although not providing a formal process,
it does suggest an implicit process whereby the
broad business needs are used to select a suitable
business pattern, and then to use this to guide the
selection of suitable architectures.
Open modularised architectures
Web systems are often constructed from multi-
ple COTS (commercial off-the-shelf) components
that are adapted and integrated together. Indeed,
strong integration skills become much more crit-
ical in most Web projects. The importance of a
strong architectural design is also increased. In-
deed, many see creating a solid architecture as
the most crucial component of a successful Web
systems development.
Within Web OPEN, a specific task called De-
sign web site architecture has been introduced.
This can be supported, as indicated by the work
on patterns, by the selection of suitable architec-
tural pattern - formalised in a Web OPEN task
Choose architectural pattern for web site. The
Component Based Development (CBD) additions
to OPEN [3:2] provide further useful support.
One aspect that is yet to be effectivelyaddressed
is appropriate support (either as tasks or suitable
techniques) for the linking of the various disparate
elements of the architecture (i.e. informational
and technical to the business architecture).
Rapidly changing technologies
Apart from indirect support through aspects
such as the design of evolvable component-based
architectures and technology-independent data
representations, little consideration has been ex-
plicitly given to the issue of coping with rapidly
changing technology.
Content is king
As has been pointed out, Web systems are
largely about content! A web site that looks fan-
tastic, and has sophisticated and powerful func-
tionality will still be a failure if it does not have
adequate and appropriate content, together with
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mechanisms for ensuring that this content is both
accessible and maintained effectively.
This raises the issue, in web development, of the
ideas of both content management and informa-
tion personalisation. These both represent func-
tionality that must be included in the majority of
web projects today. Since these issues can be con-
sidered to play an intricate part in the architecture
of the solution, they should be actively addressed
within the development process.
Approaches such as Usage Centred Design [:2::]
provide some indications of suitable activities -
though typically not as part of a broader frame-
work. Web OPEN also addresses these issues
through three tasks. Two of these relate to the
planning stage: Design and implement content
management strategy and Design and implement
personalisation strategy, and one refers to the en-
actment stage of project management: Undertake
content management.
The actual authoring of the content itself is also
a significant development issue that is often over-
looked. With conventional software development
the population of the system with data is largely
viewed as an operational issue (or at best, part of
deployment). With Web development, then gen-
eration of "data" (i.e. content authoring) is fun-
damentally part of the development process [:n]
- involving significant editing and layout of text,
preparation of images and other media, obtain-
ing copyright clearances etc. The development
processes that underpin some of the information
management approaches discussed earlier recog-
nise this explicitly.
We need to ensure that content authoring is ap-
propriately integrated into the development pro-
cess. Web OPEN addresses this through the task
Create content (on web site). In addition, much
content reuse is possible. Thus the technique
Reuse of graphical components is also available.
One particularly useful form of reuse is that pro-
vided by Web templates.
Increased emphasis on user interface
The development of the user interface raises nu-
merous issues. Let us begin by considering how
content will be combined with the interface. Effec-
tively this brings together content authoring and
software development or, more precisely, creative
design and technical development. Web OPEN
addresses this through the task Integrate content
with user interface. It is worth noting that this
highlights the difficulties that occur when com-
bining two different cultures together within the
same project.
We also need to consider the actual interface
design. The user interface within a web project
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constitutes a large portion of the overall project.
It is vital in determining the success or failure
of the project. OPEN has always had a task
named Design user interface. This task however
has been expanded within Web OPEN to incor-
porate a number of relevant subtasks. These sub-
tasks have been taken from Constantine and Lock-
wood's work on Usage Centred Design (UCD) [:::2],
which is more appropriate than the significantly
different User Centred/Centric Design. UCD fo-
cuses on the work that users are trying to accom-
plish and how the software will support this.
The three sub-tasks to the Design user inter-
face Task that were introduced in Web OPEN [:il]
are Create the UCD role model, create the UCD
task model, and Create the UCD content model.
The last of these subtasks links in well with the
Task Integrate content with user interface dis-
cussed above, as it starts to identify the relation-
ships between the content and the user interface
including navigation maps (Task: Create naviga-
tion map for web site). All three subtasks identify
how the site is to be used (hence the name Us-
age Centred Design) and also help to tie the user
interface to the web projects requirements.
Increased importance of quality attributes
As has been mentioned previously,Web systems
represent an increase in mission critical applica-
tions that are often directly accessible to external
users and customers. To address these, the pro-
cess needs to explicitly address quality assurance
(QA) issues. Somework has been carried out look-
ing explicitly at quality assurance issues in Web
development - though in general this has been
restricted to specific domains such as educational
applications [:;q.
One key element of effective QA is evaluation.
Indeed, it has been claimed that the quality of
multimedia projects are directly determined by
the effort put into evaluation [3;)]. For effective
evaluation we need to establish suitable quality
criteria - particularly in terms of how the Web
system will be actually tested against client re-
quirements (OPEN Task: Define web site testing
strategy). This also implies the need to actually
understand client requirements - an issue that
we discuss further shortly.
Another important issue is the establishment of
suitable standards in order to ensure consistency
- both from a usability perspective and from a
development perspective. With this in mind Web
OPEN includes a task Define web site standards.
It is worth noting that considerable attention is
beginning to focus on usability standards and,
in particular, accessibility standards such as the
World Wide Web Consortium's (W3C) Accessi-
bility Initiative [36], [:ri].
Client uncertainty and
Changing business requirements
These two issues are so interrelated at a pro-
cess level that we discuss them together. We be-
gin by looking at how conventional software pro-
cesseshandle requirements. Stated rather simplis-
tically, they tend to assume that requirements are
known to clients, and simply need to be elicited
and analysed. These processes usually differenti-
ate between user requirements (often formalised
in a URD - or User Requirements Definition)
that capture the user understanding of their needs,
and the system specification (SRS - or system re-
quirements specification) that represents the sys-
tem that will meet these needs. In effect, the
two documents are different representations of the
same concepts. A typical process will be to elicit
requirements (which are documented in the URD)
and then analyse these requirements in order to
construct the SRS, iterating to refine the URD as
necessary.
One significant difficulty with this paradigm is
that it presumes that clients either understand
their requirements, or at the very least under-
stand the problem that is being addressed. Even
when clients are not able to articulate their re-
quirements precisely, they are at least able to un-
derstand whether a given design will address their
needs. In cases such as these, the design may com-
mence prior to full resolution of requirements. The
design will then be used to ascertain (from client
feedback) whether the proposed solution addresses
the identified need.
This is problematic for Web projects, where
many clients not only have a poor understanding
of their requirements but also have a poor under-
standing of the problems being addressed by the
proposed system. In these circumstances, simply
using a design to clarify whether it addresses the
problem will be insufficient, since the problem it-
self is only poorly understood.
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As an illustrative example of these issues, con-
sider the increasing use of lightweight development
processes for software projects [:.\2'], [;9]. One of
the approaches receiving the most attention is the
use of XP (eXtreme Programming) [11)]. XP is
based on the incremental development of partial
(or 'spike) solutions that are used to subsequently
resolve specific requirements. These spike solu-
tions are then integrated into the evolving system
through refactoring of the current solution to in-
corporate these components. When used in con-
ventional software development XP has proven to
be effectivefor projects that are initially ill-defined
- a characteristic of many web projects. As a
result, many of the proponents of XP and simi-
lar approaches see it is an ideal approach to be
adopted for Web development [1 I].
There are, however, certain problems that re-
strict the applicability of approaches such as these
to Web projects. The first is that a number of
studies (see, for example [iL2]) have shown that
approaches such as XP only work effectively for
projects that have cohesive development teams.
This is often not the case with Web projects,
which often lack cohesiveness between the tech-
nical development and the creative design as a re-
sult of the disparate disciplinary backgrounds of
the development team members. XP can also re-
sult in a brittle architecture and poor documen-
tation, which makes ongoing evolution of the sys-
tem difficult - something that is important for
Web systems. Finally, and perhaps most funda-
mentally, XP utilises partial solutions to resolve
uncertainty in requirements, but does not inher-
ently handle subsequent changes in these require-
ments (i.e. requirements volatility) as the system
evolves. This creates problems for web systems,
where the emerging design results in an evolv-
ing client understanding of their needs, and hence
volatile requirements.
In effect, conventional software engineering pro-
cesses see requirements as preceding and driving
the design process. Even where an incremental
approach (such as XP) or an iterative approach
(involvingmultiple feedback loops) is adopted, the
design is viewed as a way of assisting in the identi-
fication and validation of requirements; yet rarely
does it help the client to actually formulate their
needs. In Web development, the situation is fun-
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damentally different. The design process not only
helps developers and clients articulate their needs,
but also helps clients understand the system do-
main and therefore their needs.
In effect, the design partially drives the require-
ments process. We begin with a poor client un-
derstanding of their own needs (as well as system
capabilities) and during the course of the project
this understanding evolves and matures. This has
several consequences. The first is that it increases
the importance of creating flexible solutions that
can be updated and migrated to new technologies
with minimal effort. For example, the need for
reusable data formats (such as XML) increases
substantially. A second consequence is that de-
velopers' understanding of these technologies is
often restricted, increasing project risks. To ad-
dress these issues, Web OPEN includes the tech-
nique Development spikes - though it needs to
be recognised that this is utilised somewhat differ-
ently from the spikes in XP. Specifically,the spikes
are used to help clients develop an understanding
of the technology and support client understand-
ing of the problem domain. Web OPEN also in-
cludes the technique Field trips, which are used
to examine the current business environment and
final place of deployment of the system - again
with the intention of improving both client and
developer understanding of the system context.
It is also worth looking briefly at the hourglass
model of Web development [2:3] (see Figure 2).
This model depicts what commonly happens in
web development projects. What is interesting
about this diagram is that there is no separate
design phase that is presented to the customer.
Rather it has been broken into two: high level de-
sign concerned with the architectural structure of
the solution and lower level detailed design con-
cerned with the design of the architectural mod-
ules. The first of these two, the high level ar-
chitectural design, has been incorporated into the
requirements elicitation or analysis phase of de-
velopment. The latter of the two, detailed design,
has been moved into the production or build phase
of development.
Short time frames for initial delivery
The shorter development timeframe ofWeb sys-
tems has a number of implications. Firstly, it
increases the importance of incremental develop-
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Figure I: Contractual phases against the development process
Fig. 2
THE HOURGLASS MODEL OF WEB SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
ment approaches and consequently also increases
(as discussed above) the reliance on flexiblesystem
architectures (particularly with respect to the user
interface and the way in which information is man-
aged within the site). Web OPEN addresses these
issues through the introduction of the activity Web
site Management. This brings together all the is-
sues regarding the development, maintenance and
management of a corporate web site. The objec-
tives of the web site management activity includes
creating a high quality web site; keeping the web
site up to date; and ensuring that site standards
are met as the web site evolves.
Indeed, probably more importantly than the ac-
tual tasks in Web OPEN is the flexible way in
which processes can be constructed from the pool
of tasks, activities, techniques, roles etc. This ap-
proach allows processes to be highly customised to
the specific characteristics of the project - some-
thing that is highly desirable when developmental
time pressures become a major issue.
Fine-grained evolution and maintenance
The unique characteristics ofWeb system main-
tenance - and its impacts on the supporting
processes - has only been very peripherally ad-
dressed in the literature. Probably the most in-
teresting avenue of work has been that related to
Configuration Management (CM). Dart [24] ar-
gues that, because of the incremental nature of
Web projects, and the fine-grained way in which
they change, CM is even more important than
for conventional projects. Only very rudimen-
tary consideration is, however, given to the way
in which CM is integrated into the broader devel-
opment process.
It is also useful to note that a consequence
of the emphasis on rapid development and fine-
grained development is that there can tend to be
less thought to formal evaluation as this is often
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perceived as interrupting the build process.
One unusual area that has been used as an anal-
ogy for web development and may provide some
useful insights into maintenance processes is land-
scape gardening [L;j. Web site development is of-
ten about creating an infrastructure (laying out
the garden) and then 'tending' the information
that grows and blooms within this garden. Over
time the garden (i.e. Web site) will continue to
evolve, change and grow. A good initial architec-
ture should allow this growth to occur in a con-
trolled and consistent manner. This analogy has
been discussed in terms of providing insights into
how a site might be maintained.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have analysed the differences
between Web systems and more conventional soft-
ware and IT systems, focusing on the implications
of these differences for the development of Web
systems. In particular, we have investigated both
desirable changes in the models and notations, and
in the development processes.
The analysis has emphasised that although
there is an emerging body of research in this area,
it is still relatively fragmented and considerable
work still remains to be carried out. Several areas
are worth highlighting. The first is the need for a
design-driven requirements process that structures
the way in which design activities can be linked to
the clarification of requirements through an appro-
priate model of domain uncertainty. The second
is an improved linkage between the representation
of the architectural elements of a Web system. In
particular, given the evolving role of designs, it is
important that the business architecture be able
to be linked to both the information architecture
and the technical architecture of a system. Indeed
a fruitful area for further investigation is to look
at how the informational and functional aspects
of the architecture can be coupled appropriately
during the design.
One element driving both these research areas is
our ongoing refinement of a characterisation model
that captures the various elements that emerge in
the specification and design of Web sites. This
model provides a basis for understanding which
elements should be clarified at which point in the
process, and the linkages between these elements.
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